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0. Introduction 
 
In their article, Korshunova and Uspensky (1993) outline the difficulty of motivating the 
application of word-class labels which have their origins in Indo-European, and particularly 
classical Latin/Greek, grammatical studies to languages of other families.  This is particularly 
true of the label ‘adjective’, as they illustrate with data from Hausa.  In this paper I wish to 
suggest that it might be helpful to start from the semantic function of description1, and then ask, 
for each language, what is or are the preferred morpho-syntactic mechanism/s for expressing 
descriptive meanings.2 
In the traditional linguistic terminology,  derived from Latin discussions of classical Latin and 
Greek grammar, ‘Adjective’ is an adjective – within the class of  NOMINAL  (Nouns, literally 
‘names’, perhaps better translated in our terms as “Nominals”), some are ‘Substantive Nominals’ 
referring to substantial, stand-alone items which can fill thematic rôles in a clause, while others 
are ‘Adjective Nominals’, supplementary or added on in order to characterise or describe a 
Substantive. 
 
When we consider the mechanisms used by Mampruli for the expression of descriptive 
meanings we find the Classical pattern surprisingly apt.  Mampruli (strictly Ŋmampurli) the 
language of the Mamprusi people (Ŋmampurisi - singular Ŋmampuriga) of northern Ghana, is a 
Gur language in the south-eastern cluster of the Western Oti/Volta subgroup (Manessy 1975; 
Naden 1988.a, 1989). 
 
  To give a greater depth of comparison, the West African Linguistic Society’s Data Sheets 
(Dakubu [ed.] 1977,1980) can be consulted: section D.2, items 17-19 and 22-24, in the 
respective entries, show a comparable pattern to that of Mampruli in the fellow Oti-Volta 
languages Buli, Dagaari, Dagbani, Frafra, Hanga, and Kusaal3, and, of the Grusi sub-group of 

                                                   
1 Ameka (2003) uses the term ‘property’ (the descriptive item specifies a particular property of the 
described item).  
2 Similarly in a comparable study on Moore Kaboré (1997: 136) says that rather than trying to show that a 
distributional class of adjectives is well-established -- "il m'a semblé plus utile et plus instructif de traiter 
de quelques aspects de la qualification dans le sens plus large" 
3      There is something more like class concord between adjective and noun in Buli (Kröger 1992), and to 
some extent in Farefare (Canu 1968/71).  Nawdm in another branch of Oti/Volta also has adjectives with 
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Gur, Vagla; materials which I have collected for a comparative lexicographic project (Naden 
1993) show further parallels in Oti/Volta Bimoba, Buli, Konni, Moore, Nabit, Nootre, Talni and 
also Grusi Sisaala (Tumuli).  
In Mampruli there are different ways of doing description - two main and some minor.  The 
main ways are to use a descriptive verb and to use an adjective nominal, but adverbs and other 
minor types are found.  
 
 
1.   Descriptive verb   
 
Mampruli has a fair number of state-descriptive verbs with meanings like  “to-be-big 
(-red, -beautiful...)”. Descriptive verbs are often distinctive in form, ending with -a instead of 
the -i of an ordinary verb:  

 Ka veela pam. “It is very beautiful.”  
 
cf./ct.  

 U kaasi pam.  “He/she cried a lot.”   
 
These verbs may also end with a -ya, or be followed by a ni (corresponding to the perfective and 
absolute forms of other verbs), or, distinctively, -ya ni (other verbs do not do this at all). 

 Ka galsiya. “It is big.”    cf./ct.   U diya. “He has eaten.”  

 Di biiri ni. “It is hot.”     cf./ct.       Ba diri ni. “They are 
eating.”  

  Ka peeligiya ni. “It is white.”  cf./ct.       *  U diya ni.  
 
If the basic form has a -g- near the end (e.g. peeligi(ya (ni))  -  following a vowel these appear as 
‘lost -g’ forms (e.g. m-moaai “to-be-red”, n-seaai “to-be-slow” and m-bii “to-be-hot” as in the 
example above)  -  the basic meaning may be  “to become ...”   

 Ka peeligi ni.   (strictly)   “It is getting white.”  

 Ka peeligiya ni.   (strictly)   “It has become white.”  
 
– both may be used to mean simply  “It is white.”4 
 

  
2.    ‘Adjective’ 
 
The second form is the adjectival nominal or adjective which is compounded with the noun 
described : 

                                                                                                                                                      
varying class suffixes, and in wider Gur  the Eastern Grusi language Kabiyé has the full form of the noun 
followed by a concordant adjective.   
 
4 Further discussed in Naden 2005.c § 7. 
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 biiya “child”  :   biveelli “a pretty child”  
 
  –  because of this you can rarely have more than one in a given phrase (contrast the way the 
free adjectives of English can pile up -  “a great, big, beautiful, red, rubber ball”), and the 
adjective cannot stand alone and so is not used predicatively. Thus you cannot say5: 

 *U nyɛ la veelli.  “He/she is beautiful.” 
  
 To complicate matters, not all descriptive meanings in Mampruli have both a descriptive verb 
and an adjective, so to do an ‘optional extra’ (attributive or adnominal) description when you 
only have a verb you have to use a relative construction :– 

 firila kan neaai ni  “a bright lamp” - literally ‘a lamp which shines’   

and for predicative use of an adjective you have to compound it with a ‘dummy’ noun:  

 M bii maa nyɛ la biveelli.   “My child is a pretty-child.”6 

 M bii maa nyɛ la bunveelli.  “My child is a pretty-thing.”7    
 

In contrast to many languages, the class is fairly numerous – it has  more than 100 members in 
my lexicon of several thousand items (see Tables).  It is also open, at least in the sense that there 
is a productive derivational process creating adjectives from verbs. 
 

Verbs normally make derivatives by adding a {-D-} formative to the stem, and then adding the 
declensional suffixes of Class I for agent noun, Class III for associated physical object  – 

                                                   
5    It appears to be possible to collocate a number of adjectives in Dagaari according to Bodomo (1993) : 
the same possibility is presented in Saanchi (2004) but in a personal communication he says “In practice, 
most NPs will usually have one or two adjectives. NPs with three adjectives may not be common but are 
not very rare; beyond that, any number of adjectives may be theoretically possible but are in practice rare, 
I believe.”. The only case I have encountered in Mampruli is bunzɛpeelli  “something pink” (in a few 
responses in the colour survey – see Naden 2005.a) :   

 bun- ‘thing’ (root) / -zɛ- ‘red’ (root)/  -peel-li ‘white’ (root+sx.)  
 
Where, however, a noun-adjective combination is lexicalised as a compound noun (as in English 
“blackbird” as opposed to “black bird”) it can then take a adjective:– 

 gbaŋŋu “skin, leather, paper, letter, book”    :     -bila   “small” 
 gbambila   (1) “small paper/letter/ book”    :   (2)  “ticket, identity card” 
 gbambilizeoo  “red ticket/identity card”  (cannot be * “small, red, paper/ letter/ book”) 
 
Thus babilizeoo is a “ ‘red’ puppy” not a “small, red (adult) dog”, and so on. 
 
6   Some of the languages seem to be developing an absolute predicative use of the adjectives, as in Kusaal 
La an sum. “It is good.” (N Vcop A),  which in Mampruli would be Di veela. “It is.good” (N-Vstat) or Di 
nyɛ la bunsuŋŋu.  “It is a good thing.” (N Vcop N+A).  A similar construction appears in Dagaari 
(Bodomo 1993) and Farefare. 
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instrument, resultant &c. 7  –  and class IV for adjective, usually of the ‘---able’ type (cf. Naden 
2005.b): 

{DI} – to eat 

 ditta/dittiba    “eater/eaters”8 

 diriga/dirisi  “spoon/spoons” 

 bun-dirigu/bundira “food” (‘something eatable’)      
         
   

Mampruli ‘adjectives’ do not have regular comparison (‘big/bigger/biggest’) – comparison is 
signalled, as in most African languages, by using the verb meaning “pass, surpass”   –  ‘A is.big 
pass B.’  =  “A is bigger than B.”.  Superlative is a comparison with “all”   –  ‘A is.big pass 
all.’  =  “A is biggest.”.  Mampruli also lacks descriptive exclamation (‘(Oh,) how beautiful!’) 
but the adjectives do, however, have the possibility of a degree modifier, as adverbs like pam 
“much, many, very” and beela “little, few, not very” may modify the descriptive sense.   
As in Latin, the Adjective roots have nominal morphology but are distinguished from the 
substantives by distributional criteria.  In the case of Mampruli the distinction is that the 
adjectives are bound forms: while they enter into compounds in the same way as substantives, 
they only occur in such compounds9 and are always the final element in them.  The forms thus 
defined are prototypically descriptives;  there are a certain number of bound forms which are in 
the fuzzy periphery of the class listed in Tables 5 and  6:  Table 5 contains items mainly 
concerned with integrity  –   “a whole …” , “a …piece of …” (cf. English “(pot)-sherd”)  –  and 
Table 6 some bound forms of very limited distribution (-dirigu  only has the meaning “right (vs. 
left)” when compounded with nu- “hand)  along with other marginal items where the English 
gloss may be adjectival/descriptive but the MP does not particularly group with the descriptive 
classes.  The verb-derived adjectives form a special class (Table 2) because they are often quite 
limited in the noun stems with which they can be compounded.  The vast majority compound 
mostly or solely with buN- “thing”  to give a “something   − -able” sense which is basically used 
as a noun : n-di  “to eat” → bun-dirigu “something edible” →  bundirigu  “food” (Naden 
2005.b). 
 
 
3.    Nouns of Quality  
 
A number of semantic groups have a noun of quality (Table 1).  The interesting thing as shown 
in the Table is that even in the prototypically adjectival senses there may be an adjective, a verb, 

                                                   
7   Or non-human agent : ti-ŋmaariga “woodpecker (bird sp.)” - {TI-} “tree”, { ŊMA-} “to crack” 
 
8   The agent nouns nearly always incorporate a object, thus words like san-ditta “debtor” (‘eater’ of debt) 
are more common. 
 
9   It is this characteristic – seemingly the historical Oti-Volta, if not Gur, pattern –  which Kusaal and 
Dagaari seem to be moving away from: fn. 7. 
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a noun or even an adverb, or any permutation and combination. These words of various classes 
for a given sense may be morphologically  related (see “long/tall/far”) or not (“big”, “small”); 
opposite poles may be independently lexicalised (“big”/”small”, “good”/”bad”), or one pole may 
only be expressible as the negative of the other (“difficult”/“not difficult”, “fast”/“not fast” 10 and 
it is not necessarily the pole which one would expect to be the positive one which has the 
lexicalised form/s (“sound” = ‘not rotten’, “sane” = ‘not mad’). The distribution of polarities, 
senses and word-classes seem to be completely arbitrary - consider the difference in 
lexicalisation pattern between “red”  and “white” (text table in § 4.3 below, and detail in 
Table 3). 
 
 
4.   Some semantic groups 
 
The Tables at the end of this paper display most of the descriptive vocabulary.  In peripheral and 
specialist areas (e.g. textures of different foodstuffs   –  “thick”/“thin”, “lumpy”/“smooth” … of 
soup, t.z., fufu …) I cannot claim that my data are exhaustive;  however, in more general areas 
an empty cell means I can be fairly confident that there is not a lexeme of the given type   –  an 
adjective for “loud”, for instance, or a noun for “smallness”. 
 
4.1 Particular sub-areas in the semantic zone of description  are discussed in the literature, 
particularly the dichotomous or polar types like big/small, wet/dry, old/new.  Table 1 displays 
this group for Mampruli, and also some less-focal sets which are also commonly lexicalised in 
languages with words of an adjective class.  Trying to sort real-language data like these can 
point out some questions which may need further theoretical consideration.  For instance why do 
many languages have ‘old’ with antonyms ‘young’ and ‘new’ (light/heavy // light/dark, by 
contrast, are merely an accidental homophony in English). I wonder if this represents some sort 
of active/stative contrast: ‘new’ is characteristically inanimate, the object of an act of creation or 
acquisition (where applied to animates there is still some of this element  –  new wife, new 
baby).  Is it then fair to see the same dimension in the relation  of quick/fast to slow and 
delayed?    –  if I request a quick/speedy answer I do not expect the respondent to speak or type 
at high speed but without delay.  And is it the same or a different parameter which we may find 
in distinctions of spatial interval and extent?  Something ‘long’ has to extend all the way 
between its ends,  the (homonymous in Mampruli) ‘far’ means that there is a large interval 
between the item in focus and the point of reference (unmarkedly ‘here’). In Mampruli, while 
‘far’ and ‘long’ (and ‘tall’) are the same word (but ‘near’ contrasts in its expression with ‘short’),  
‘narrow (object)’ and ‘narrow (gap)’ are contrasted.  And the English deep is shown to be 
ambiguous in a deep well by the two Mampruli translations ‘far’ (i.e. the hole is ‘deep’, it is a 
long way down to the water) and ‘deep’ (i.e. when you get to the top of the water, however far 
down, the water extends a long way down to the bottom). 
 

                                                   
10     Apart from the adverb “slowly”, which is etymologically connected with “small” (Ghana and Pidgin 
English ‘small-small’  =  “in small amounts or numbers, slowly, carefully”). 
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4.2  A specialized group are the adjectives formed from verbal predications.  Most of these have 
the sense of “X-able”  –  a range of those which I have recorded is given in Table 2 (see also 
Naden 2005.b). 
 
4.3  A semantic area which is a prime candidate for adjectival lexicalisation but is intrinsically  
polyvalent rather than polar is that of colour terms  (Table 3).   There is a full discussion of this 
field in my 2005 paper (Naden 2005.a).  
 
4.4  Table 4 lists descriptives related to human characteristics, rather a miscellaneous group of 
medical (disease and handicap), social value, body orientation (“left”/right”), emotion 
(“happiness”) and suchlike terms.  Some of these are included because they are adjectives in 
English, some because they are adjectives in Mampruli.  At present this is a somewhat residual 
list etically grouped according to this heading.  Further analysis should be possible. 
 
4.5  A subject area which often seems to be neglected in semantic discussions is that of integrity 
and functionality, descriptions like “whole”/“broken”, “running”/“broken-down”.  Table 5 lists 
Mampruli terms in this area, again in a somewhat unanalysed fashion: it is apparent that there 
are certain focal terms and concepts, but that the fuzzy borders shade off into prototypical 
adjectivals (Table 1) and value terms (Tables 1, 4). 
 
4.6  The final Table, 6, is thoroughly miscellaneous, and offers further terms from my lexical 
listings for Mampruli for the sake of completeness:  these are items which do not come into the 
recognizable (or at least worthy-of-consideration) semantic groups in Tables 4 and 5, but are 
either adjectival (or bound nominal) in Mampruli, or have an English translation which is 
adjectival but are clearly not descriptives in Mampruli in the same class as the items considered 
in Tables 1-3.  In the latter case it may be that English is unusual in choosing to lexicalise the 
sense with an adjective, in which case this list may be taken as a warning to translators whose 
source and text first language is English, or that many languages use adjectival mechanisms to 
express the sense concerned but those involved with Mampruli and its relatives should be aware 
that different grammatical means are used here.  A number of these items are, indeed, 
descriptives and used in composition as are prototypical Mampruli adjectives, but they are 
restricted to only one head noun, or a very limited semantic range of nouns.  In such cases it is 
difficult to find convincing criteria to support an argument distinguishing between adjectives of 
narrow semantic applicability and bound nouns with some sort of descriptive sense. 
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DESCRIPTIVES IN MAMPRULI : TABLE 1 
 

POSITIVE POLE  NEGATIVE POLE  

English MP verb Adjective Noun Other   English MP verb Adjective Noun Other   
right/medium 

size 
n-sa'ai,  n-sa'asi 

+*,** n-sakki 
+** m-paai 
+* , 

-sa'asiga   wrong size m-p�si  “fall short, be not 
enough” 

-baaligu “very 
small”  

 
 

  

big n-galisi, 
n-garisi , 
n-gam  

n-zoaai +*  

-titaari/ -titaasi   -gugilli [aj] 
“big, 
heavy-
duty” 

small m-poora  -bila/bisi   beela  [av] “a 
little” 

beelabeela  [av] 
‘small-small’ 

many n-zoaai +*, 
n-gam  

-gbali��u  b�bgu  pam [av] few 
 

n-fiilim **   fii� [av] 

fast   tiiya yoom(a)-
(yoom(a)), 
pam(pam), 
ya'abi 
[avv] 

slow 
 
 
 

   beelabeela [av] 

loud 
 
 

n-vu  vuuri pam(pam) 
[av] 

quiet n-f�    digidigi, bala, 
baalim, 
surim   [advv
] 

strong n-kpa��i , n-t� -gyabilli kpee��u , 
yaa,   

pa��a  
 

 weak m-bukki, -
n-ny�rigi  n-gbarisi   

n-gbarigi** 

-bugsiri   bugabuga  [av] 

hard n-kpeem, 
n-gyigsa, 
n-kpa��i, 
m-p�ri 

-kpeenni kpee��u  kpee��a [av] soft m-bugsa, n-valima   n�man�ma,  
numanuma, 
num, -

valavala   [ad
vv]  

hard n-kpeem, n-t�  -kpeenni toom  easy     

fat m-bara, 
n-karigi  
n-wugli  “thick-

set” 
 

 
-karigu  

barilim 
karisim 

 thin m-baala 
m-baligi   
n-d���i  
n-k�’asi 
n-w���i * 

-baaliga,  
 
 
-k�'alli  

 
 
 
k�'asim 

 
 

thick 
(texture) 

    thin  -baalli   b�� [av]  

thick n-gyigsa  -gyigsiri 
 

  thin n-kɔ'ali -kɔ'alli kɔ'alim labalaba [av] 
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wide n-y�lima,  
n-y�ligi +*,** 

-y�li��u/  
-y�lima  

 yalyala   [av] narrow 
narrow(space) 

 -mugliga,  
-m�’aliga 

  

long n-w�'a  -w�'alli, -w�kku  w�'alim   short 
 

n-gyi, n-nyɔrigi  -gyi��a    

tall n-w�'a  -w�'alli w�'alim  w�'arli [n] 
“important 
person; 
giant” 

short 
 
 

 -gyi��a    

far 
 
 

n-w�'a  -w�'alli w�'aligu  near m-p�ri , m-miri *, n-tabli   y�may�ma  [av] 

high  n-du +* 
n-duusi ** 

   low n-sigi +* 
n-sigsi** 

   

deep n-zulima  -zuli��u/  
-zulima 

zulisim   shallow 
 

 -kpikka    

heavy n-tibsa 
n-tibgi ** 

-tibsiri tibsim  light n-valima -fa'asiga,  
-fuuliga 

 labalaba, 
valavala   [avv] 
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DESCRIPTIVES IN MAMPRULI : 2   –  VERBAL DERIVATIVES 
 

bidɔ'arigu  own  child 

bumbɔ'arigu  crawling thing; bug; reptile 

bumboora  things needed 

bumpisira  legumes 

bundeeŋŋu/-deema  plaything 

bundirigu  food 

bundoaa  bed; mat; sleeping gear 

bungbaarigu  wild  animal which  catches people 

bungbaarigu  net for animal, fish 

bungyɛtta  ingredient 

bunkyɛntiri  animal (4-legged) 

bunnyeera  tubers; root  crops 

bunnyuurigu  drink [n.] 

bunsoorigu  garment around waist 

bunvuri  living  creature 

bunvuurigu  sliding thing; reptile 

bunvuusigu  living thing 

bunwanni/-wanna  fruit-tree/s 

bunyeerigu  garment for upper half  of body 

     /bunyeera  clothes (pl.) 

bunyigrigu  flying thing 

bunziiriga  thing for carrying  water 

-dirigu  eatable 

-koorli,-koolli  plough-(oxen etc.) 

-kyiimni  fried; roasted 

-lɔ'arigu  bypassed 

-saarigu  transplanted/-able 

-wuttigu  beloved 

(-yiisiri)/-yiisa  gleaning(s) (n-yiisi “take out”) 

-zɔttigu  frightening 

 

DESCRIPTIVES IN MAMPRULI : 3   –  COLOURS 
  

m-pɛligi, m-paligi  to be  white 

peelim  whiteness 

-peelli, -peeliga  white 

nyaayiŋ snow(-white) 

faratiti snow-(white) 

  

m-pirigi  to be  grey 

m-pirisi  be  grey; be  dusty 

-pirisiri, -pilisiri  dim; grey; dusty 

m-pɔrisi  be  multicoloured; be light blue-green 

-pupɔriga, -pupuka  varicoloured; spotted;  indeterminate  blue-green 

   
  -sabilli,  -sabliga black 

seem  black 

n-sɔbgi, n-sabgi  be  black 

lim(i)(lim(i))  jet-(black) (see lib ) 

gaanni, gaanni  green 

bɛŋni, bɛŋkoom  bean-leaf; green 

vamaasa  green (‘fresh-leaves) 

tivaari green (‘tree-leaves’) 

bulu, buru  blue 

daffa  blue 

difoaa  turquoise (colour), blue-green 

  

m-moaai  to be  red 

-zeaa, -zeoo  red 

ziim, zimzim, zimizimi blood red 

waayiŋ, sayiŋ, kpayiŋ off-red : brown, purple 

wulawula, wuyiŋ, wuliŋ off-red : brown, purple 

zɛkanvoo reddish 

n-fa  be  pinky-grey 

-faa, -faasiri  pinky-grey; off-red 

dɔzum yellow (‘dawadawa-flour’) 
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baara  sick person; patient 

m-ba'ai  be  intoxicated; dazed 

balɔrigu  ugly person 

bara  boastfulness 

-beelli  naked 

beem  greed 

birikɔ'anu  villainy; cheating 

birikɔnsi  pretence; laziness 

birikyiŋŋa  important status 

birikyiŋŋa  noble character 

m-bugi  to be  drunk 

-daana, -raana  Master of ... (chiefly  title) 

dabilim  masculinity, courage, machismo 

-dɔ'asa  grumbling; nagging; harping on 

fara  poverty 

filimfilim  dishonestly 

n-gali  to be  furious 

gɔbga  lefthanded person 

-gɔbri  wrong-handed 

-gɔrli, -goolli adulterous 

gbannyakka  lazy person 

gbara  dizzy 

-gbeelli  squinting (severe) 

gbinnya'ari  laziness (see zinnya'ari ) 

n-gyɛ  be  tired 

gyɛlinsi  tiredness 

n-gyɛ suuri  be  angry 

n-gyɛri  be  sorry; sad 

n-ka'ali  be  worried 

-ka'alli  troublesome 

karimbaani  pride 

kari  be  concerned about; bothered about 

kɔnyuuri  thirst 

-koaa  bald 

 
 
 

 
 
 
n-kooai  to  bald; shave completely 

kookari  inquisitiveness 

kum, kɔm  hunger; famine; food-shortage 

n-kpi  be  paralysed (limb) ['die'] 

-kpiiŋŋa  small (eyes) 

n-kpiri  to be  deaf 

laari  (a  laugh; laughter; )sth. laughable 

lahazibu  a  wonder; surprise 

n-lɛ  to be  eager 

n-libgi  to  surprise 

-ma'ali  obstinate 

m-mii  to be  hot, tired, and aching 

m-miili  to be  used to 

m-miligi  to  twist; be  dizzy 

-mira  big; protruding (eyes) 

mukka  deaf-mute; dumb 

n-namsi, n-nahim  to  afflict; be  afflicted; suffer 

nandaana  poor person 

nariganariga  stooping 

n-neaai  come  awake; awaken (somebody) 

nindamnigu  startlement; surprise 

ninsɔbga  dizziness 

nɔŋŋu  poverty 

  nɔndaana poor person 

  -nyaankurigu  old (-man, -woman) 

-nya'ari  lazy 

nyamaŋŋa  pretentious person 

n-nyɛlim  be  amazed; wonder at 

-nyɛlimni  wonderful; miraculous 

pipibri  prone; on  front 

-pira  younger  sibling same sex 

pupubri  prone; on  front 

siri  readiness 

sufukpeemni  bravery 

 

 
 
 
sufupeelli,  -
sufupeelim  

happiness 

sugru(m)  patience; quietness 

-suŋŋu/-suma  favourite 

suuri  anger 

-taraana/-taaba  fellow- 

tarima  meek person;  compliant person 

tarima  afflicted person 

tarima  commoner 

n-tibgi  to  magnify;  raise status of someone 

n-tɔ  be  smart at 
toori,   
((mam)man)toori
  

very  own  
(see dinni, maŋŋa, nanni) 

tubkpira  deaf-mute 

tuppuwumni  disobedience; wickedness 

n-tuula  quick to listen (of ears) 

vi  shame; respect 

waayu  awkwardness; cussedness 

-wuttigu  beloved 

wɔ'arli  important person; giant 

wuntii(ya)  religiosity; righteousness 

-yaariga  bad; ill  mannered; naughty 

yɛdda  faith; trust; honesty 

yɔlisima  freedom 

-yɔŋŋu  
disinherited; left-over;  
 unable to  achieve aim 

yɔri  naked 

zabboora  quarrelsome person 

zinnya'ari  laziness (see gbinnya'ari ) 
n-zɔ  to  fear; to  feel (e.g. pity) 

zɔliga, zɔligu  dumb person 

n-zoom  be  blind 

n-zugum  be  dishevelled; be  untidy 

zukkuuwa  obstinacy, pig-headedness 

-zuŋŋu  another; foreign 
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buraata  confusedly 

burabura  in a  disorderly way 

n-tulim  to  disorder; confuse 

m-burim  be  confused; stunted 

dabidabi  fitfully 

m-maali n-niŋi  do  carefully; do again; do  good; do  well 

basabasa  carelessly 

kpaba  carelessness 

gala(gala)  wildly; uncontrollably; wickedly 

siri  readiness 

-gaŋŋa  only; solitary 

gɔliga  all-encompassing 

  

-munni  whole 

n-sa'ai  be  adequate; amount to; be  up to 

n-sakki  to be  enough; to  suffice 

m-pɔsi  be  insufficient ; run out, finish 

pam  very 

lugaluga  by  halves 

-bɔ'ari  split-lengthwise bit 

-kyeaa  fragment of 

-gilli  split crosswise 

-gbilli  something  split crosswise;  short piece 

n-kyeaai  be  punctured; to  burst; be  holed 

n-kabi  
to  break; be  broken; be  burned in 
cooking 

m-bi  
to get fully  cooked,  fully  grown; 
be  done 

  

-dirigu  sharp 

n-gbiri  be  blunt 

-gbiriga  blunt 

n-labgi  to be  inside-out 

n-tuligi  
turn upside-down;  be  upside-down; turn 
over 

n-sa'ai be  adequate; amount to; be  up to 

n-yɔli  be too  large (clothes) 

m-mugi, mugsi  to be  tight, too  small (clothes) 

m-poaai  to be  rotten 

m-poosi  to  rot 

-poosiri  spoiled; rotten 

 
m-bɛrigi  

to rot; decay be  overdone; 
       spoiled 

n-sa'am  be  broken down (e.g. lorry) 

n-gyɛkki  shrink; shrivel 

gyɛ'asiri  crinkly 

n-gbiligi  to  wobble; totter; be  wonky 

ŋmakkaŋmakka wobbly 

kiŋ  taut; tight 

kyɛ'amata  loose; floppy 

kyɛkki  droopily 

kirikiri  firmly; with  force 

  

-maŋni  genuine; regular (Am.) 

halaali  proper; genuine 

n-sum  be  worthy of; be  fitting 

ziri  a  lie; wrong statement 

n-kyirim  to go  wrong; make  mistake 

lahazibu  a  wonder; surprise 

vinnivinni  
of  uncertain outcome;  
        in the  balance 

kamaata  necessary 

n-tu  be  allowed; necessary, correct 

n-tuusi  to get/be  right 

-tuusiri  correct; accurate 

bukaata  worth; use 

bukyi  (see bukaata) 

m-maai  be/get  better;  

n-kpaŋŋi...maŋŋa  try; get  better 

talaasi  necessary; important 

 n-kpa...talaasi  
be important; 
     be the main  point 

-kyɔ'aŋŋu/- 
            kyɔ'ama  

useless 

-yɔŋŋu  useless; senseless 

zaalim  uselessly; wastefully 

 
 

 
(kpa)-kyeesiri, -kyeesa rag/s 

-kyeaa  fragment of 

-bila/-bisi  bits of 

-bɔrli  ball of - 

-ŋmaŋŋu/-ŋmama shell of 

-pigri  ball (of mud) 

-beelli  seed; grain; single  bit 

-wɔkku  hard  shell of 

-zɔmni  swarm, nest (of bees) 

  

-dirigu  right (-hand) 

-zaa  left- 

-gɔbri  wrong-handed 

ali(n)peaa  (lying) on back 

  

-dirigu  sharp 

-gbiriga  blunt 

  

(dɔ)-kyɛkka  forked  stick 

[(da)-gamni]/-gama  kindling-wood 

(dɔ)-pulli crossed-sticks, Cross (of Christ) 

-beelim  shelled  grain; seeds 

-gaari  dry; soupless 

-ka'alli  rustling 

-koorli,-koolli  plough-(oxen etc.) 

-kulli  leftover 

-bila/-bisi  young of animal 

bum  close; muggy 

-pira  younger  sibling same sex 

-taari  last; next (-year, -day) 

yaama  hard, coarse (flour)  

-zɔmni  swarm, nest (of bees) 

-daana, -raana  Master of ... (chiefly  title) 

  

daŋŋni  first  

-ga'alli  [meaningless  abuse] 

n-laai  be  contagious, catching 

laari  
(a  laugh; laughter; )sth. 
laughable 

-maasiri  green; fresh (grass, leaves) 
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